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Boycott China

E-coms must display the country of origin on new

products by August 1 and legacy items by October 1.

Platforms asked for more time. They want

manufactures and sellers on board as well.

The government will take a call on the final

deadline soon.

Under the current law, there is no requirement to

display country of origin on non-packaged goods.

Representatives of as many as 30 ecommerce sites

were present in the meeting.



Legal Metrology (Packaged Commodity) Rules

prepackaged commodities and cover declarations about

country of origin, date of manufacture, quantity, expiry

date and manufacturer’s details among other

information about the product.

E-pharma companies told the DPIIT that

drugmakers had specific exemptions under the

packaged commodity law.



India to cut all cheap shipments

India is finalising a startegy to curb cheap imports

Aim: not to punish China alone, but to achieve its

self-reliance.

Plan: short-term, medium-term and long-term

Short Term: non-tariff barriers such as nominating

a specific port for a category of goods or

mandating prior approval for select products, such

as licensing requirements.

Tariffs could also be raised where possible to

impose a comprehensive deterrent on the import

of cheap or non-essentials.



Medium term: reviewing FTAs

In-depth study should be done so that there is no

scarcity of crucial inputs or equipment.

The govt has sought feedback from industry.

Long term: providing incentives through schemes

such as the production-linked subsidy scheme to

multiple sectors to allow local industry to take

root and eventually become globally competitive.

Labour reforms + easier credit availability +

cheaper land + ease of doing business through

single-window clearances



Invest in critical industrial capacity | ET

23 PSEs have been asked by FinMin to boost up

their Capex.

India needs a proactive policy to boost capacity

for critical capital equipment and parts.

Fast-forward lumpy investments and

infrastructural spending.

We need to have a healthy mix of projects.

The old import-substitution mantra would simply

result in high-cost value addition behind high

tariffs walls.



Special Window for Affordable and Mid-Income

Housing (SWAMIH) scheme, which provides last-

mile funds for stalled projects.

Finance ministry has cleared 70 projects costing over Rs

8,000 crore under SWAMIH

NHAI’s plan to raise Rs 50,000 crore through an SPV with

National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) for

the Delhi-Mumbai expressway project

India needs a path-breaking technology policy to

boost research and development.

Public and private enterprise should combine in

this endeavour.



Protect small fishermen

India’s latest proposal on capping fisheries

subsidies at the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

It has kept China out of the list of developing

countries.

Proposal: a developing country is not eligible for

the exemption if its GNI per capita crosses $5,000

for three consecutive years, has above 2% share in

global marine capture, and the share of

agriculture, forestry and fishing sectors is less than

10% of its GDP.

It should also be engaging in distant water

fishing.



India has also proposed, for certain cases,

transition periods for developing countries and

LDCs before certain subsidy prohibitions kick in

as such provisions are needed to sustain the

livelihood and food security needs of small-scale

fishers.

A transition period of two years to withdraw or

modify any subsidy for fish stocks that have been

declared as overfished by the national authorities

based on the best scientific evidence available to

such members, according to the proposal.
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Do you know? 
Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”

So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


